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© (57) Abstract: The Cloud-authenticated site resource management devices, apparatuses, methods and systems ("CASRM") trans
forms resource-use, weather, and user settings inputs into resource management schedule and control outputs. The CASRM achieves
data transformation via using a building automation management device, comprising at least a processor a memory storing pro -

o cessor-executable instructions to receive, at a virtual cloud network controller, a data packet from a source building resource control
device and to access a virtual routing table corresponding to a local virtual network associated with a control entity. The building
automation management device may also determine a destination building resource control device based on the virtual routing table

o and at least one destination address in the data packet, and may send the data packet to the destination building resource control
device.
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According to International Patent Classification (IPC) or to both national classification and IPC
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cited to establish the publication date of another citation or other
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"O" document referring to an oral disclosure, use, exhibition or other combined with one or more other such documents, such combination

means being obvious to a person skilled in the art
"P" document published prior to the international filing date but later than "&" document member of the same patent family

the priority date claimed
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Mail Stop PCT, Attn: ISA US , Commissioner for Patents Shane Thomas
P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
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Box No. II Observations where certain claims were found unsearchable (Continuation of item 2 of first sheet)

This international search report has not been established in respect of certain claims under Article 17(2)(a) for the following reasons:

Claims Nos.:
because they relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely:

Claims Nos.:
because they relate to parts of the international application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such
extent that no meaningful international search can be carried out, specifically:

3 . I I Claims Nos.:
because they are dependent claims and are not drafted in accordance with the second and third sentences of Rule 6.4(a).

Box No. Ill Observations where unity of invention is lacking (Continuation of item 3 of first sheet)

This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows:

This application contains the following inventions or groups of inventions which are not so linked a s to form a single general inventive
concept under PCT Rule 13.1. In order for all inventions to be examined, the appropriate additional examination fee must be paid.

Group I: Claims 1-1 1 and 27 are directed toward a building automation management device configured to route data packets.

Group II: Claims 12-21 are directed toward a building automation management device configured to register and manage building
resource control devices in virtual local networks.

Group III: Claims 22-26 are directed toward a building automation management device configured to authorize guest users.

The inventions listed a s Groups l-lll do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT Rule
13.2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons:
-***-See Supplemental Box-***-

1. As all required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers all searchable
claims.

□ As al searchable claims could be searched without effort justifying additional fees, this Authority did not invite payment of
additional fees.

□ As only some of the required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers
only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos.:

No required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. Consequently, this international search report is
restricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claims Nos.:

1-1 1 and 27

Remark on Protest The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest and, where applicable, the

□ payment of a protest fee.

The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest but the applicable protest

□ fee was not paid within the time limit specified in the.invitation.

No protest accompanied the payment o f additional search fees.

Form PCT/lSA/210 (continuation of first sheet (2)) (July 2009)
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-" • -Continued from Box III: Lack of Unity of Invention- " -
The special technical features of Group I include access a virtual routing table corresponding to a local virtual network associated with a
control entity; determine a destination building resource control device based on the virtual routing table and at least one destination
address in the data packet; and send the data packet to the destination building resource control device, which are not present in
Groups I I and III.

The special technical features of Group II include receive a registration request from a building resource control device; generate a first
virtual local network; generate a virtual network node with a virtual local address, the virtual local address corresponding to a first
location of the virtual network node within the first virtual local network; map the virtual network node to the building resource control
device; store first virtual local network and virtual network node information in a database; receive a location modification request for a
virtual network node corresponding to the building resource control device, the location modification request including instructions to
modify the virtual local address of the virtual network node to correspond to a location on a second virtual local network; move the
building resource control device from the first virtual local network to the second virtual local network via changing the virtual network
address of the virtual network node corresponding to the building resource control device to a second virtual network address located on
the second virtual local network; and send a notification indicating the building resource control device has been moved to the second
virtual network, which are not present in Groups I and III.

The special technical features of Group III include receive an indication that a guest user is using a physical space associated with an
electronic building resource control device; generate a verification code for the electronic building resource control device; provide the
verification code to the electronic building resource control device for display; receive an authentication request based on the displayed
verification code to authenticate the guest user; authenticate the guest user based on data in the authentication request; establish guest
authorization access parameters based on the authentication of the authentication request, wherein the guest authorization parameters
include a guest authorization expiration time; authorize guest user access to the electronic building resource control device according to
the established guest authorization access parameters; and deauthorize guest user access to the electronic building resource control
device according to the established guest authorization access parameters, which are not present in Groups I and II.

The common technical features shared by Groups l-lll are a building automation management device, comprising: a processor, and a
memory disposed in communication with the processor and storing processor-executable instructions to: receive a data packet from a
building resource control device; and send a data packet; a local virtual network associated with a control entity; and an address.

However, these common features are previously disclosed by US 2010/0280636 A 1 to Holland, S et al. (hereinafter 'Holland'). Holland
discloses a building automation management device, comprising: a processor; and a memory disposed in communication with the
processor and storing processor-executable instructions (bulding automation system or BAS controller 400 comprises a processor which
may execute processes stored in memory, figure 4, paragraphs [0002] and [0059]) to: receive a data packet from a building resource
control device; and send a data packet (BAS controller 400 may communicate with BAS devices, such as HVAC devices (building
resource control device) over a packet network, such as by acting as a packet switch or router, paragraphs [0051]-[0053]); a local virtual
network associated with a control entity (communications module of BAS controller 400 may create and manage virtual local area
networks for the BAS devices, paragraphs [0049] and [0051]); and ah address (connection manager 410 of BAS controller 400 may
provide IP addresses for newly connected BAS devices, paragraphs [0049]-[0050] and [0052]).

Since the common technical features are previously disclosed by the Holland reference, these common features are not special and so
Groups l-lll lack unity.

Form PCT/ISA/210 (extra sheet) (July 2009)
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